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Abstract
Effects of freezing bone at -20°C were tested using the Reference Point Indentation
instrument on swine, foul, bovine femur, and human tibia. The effect of freeze-thaw cycles
varied depending on the anatomy of the bone, but in all cases, the effect on the mechanical
properties was smaller than the natural variation of those properties across a sample. Degradation
on key mechanical tests was always found to be 15% or less. Subsequent freeze thaw cycles had
no effect on further degration of the bone samples. Duration of freezing was negligible compared
to phase-change and too small to measure on the time scale of 35 days. Furthermore, significant
evidence was found supporting the theory that freezing degrades the organic portion of the extracellular matrix.
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Introduction
As people age, they become much more susceptible to bone fracture. It is estimated that
ten million Americans have osteoporosis[1]. Because of this, diagnosing and treating fractures has
become a large and growing medical sector. In the U.S. alone, over $15 billion is spent on
osteoporotic treatment each year. In addition, over 300,000 Americans break their hips each
year, and have a 30% chance of dying within a year after hip replacement surgery[2]. Because of
these facts, increasing and diagnosing bone strength has become a major field of study.
In the clinical setting, bone fracturability is currently determined indirectly by measuring
its Bone Mineral Density (BMD) using low level radiation[3]. Although this technique is good, it
is far from perfect. BMD reveals the density of mineral in the bone, but does not reveal the
architecture of the bone. The density of mineral is only one factor in determining fracturability.
In the lab, this principal is seen when dealing with thermally degraded bone, which is much more
fracturable than untreated bone, but has the same BMD index. In the real world, this point is best
exemplified with the disease Osteogenesis Imperfecta (aka Brittle Bone Disease). An X-Ray
from a patient suffering from this disease is shown in Figure
1. This disease is caused by a patient’s inability to produce an
adequate amount of Type 1 collagen[4], an integral part of the
bone organic extracellular matrix. These patients therefore
have an incredibly high fracturability, which is due to a
weakened organic matrix, and not necessarily a low bone
mineral density[5].Therefore BMD would not be able to
diagnose the fracture risk of many of these patients. In
addition, recent studies support the theory that BMD alone is
not always an accurate predictor of fracture risk due to the
significant contributing effects of the extracellular organic
matrix. Therefore, direct mechanical testing of the bone could
be greatly advantageous.

Figure 1: X-Ray photograph of a patient diagnosed with Osteogenesis
Imperfecta, clearly showing the deformed (and highly fracturable) skeletal
structure and high Bone Mineral Density.

Introduction to the Reference Point Indentation Instrument
Currently available methods for directly testing bone mechanical properties require
invasive bone sampling, making routine use in clinical settings unfeasible. For this reason, there
is a critical need to better quantify bone mechanical properties at the tissue level in vivo. In
particular, the ability of bone to resist the growth of micro-cracks that can ultimately result in
bone fracture is a property of great significance.
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In a concerted effort to develop a reliable method to directly quantify fracture risk in
living patients in a noninvasive manner, we have developed a new diagnostic instrument, the
Reference Point Indentation Instrument[6] (RPI) (aka. Tissue Diagnostic Instrument[7], Bone
Diagnostic Instrument[8-10], and Osteoprobe[11]) that uses a controlled indentation protocol to
investigate the micro-mechanical response of the tibia to a defined loading regime. The
procedure requires only a local anesthetic and because of the small size of the indents (375
microns across, on order of 1/1000 mm3), it does not alter the macro-mechanical properties of
the bone or cause injury to the patient.
Fundamental research has revealed that bone fractures begin when the organic matrix of
the bone, or "glue" holding mineralized collagen fibrils together, fails causing crack
propagation[12]. Preliminary results with the Reference Point Indentation instrument have shown
that an individual's susceptibility to this fundamental failure mode can be measured by
indentation tests in which bone is forced, on a microscopic scale, into the same types of failure separation of mineralized collagen fibrils - that is the root event of bone fractures.
The RPI uses a probe assembly that can be inserted through the skin of a living patient
and pressed up against the medial section of the tibia. The RPI can then measure the mechanical
properties of bone by creating microscopic fractures in an indentation on the surface of the bone.
The RPI obtains the distance of the indenting probe as a function of the force applied and uses
this information to calculate key parameters which are highly correlated with fracturability.

Cryopreservation
Frozen bone is a crucial aspect of forthcoming bone research. Freezing is the preferred
method of preservation of bone used for transplantation[13]. In addition, fresh bone is very
difficult to obtain. Because of this, it is critical to understand how this method of preservation
affects the original bone strength. Low temperature preservation is not just utilized on bones, but
on many biological samples because at these temperatures, biological and biochemical processes
slow down or stop completely[14]. In fact, most enzymes of normothermic animals show a 1.5 to
2 fold decrease in metabolic rate for every 10°C decrease in temperature[14]. Semen and embryos
have been stored at cryogenic temperatures for years, then used successfully after thawing[15, 16].
Generally speaking, cryogenic temperatures are used for preserving cells, whereas hypothermic
temperatures are used for organs[14]. Cowin suggests that -20°C to be an optimal temperature for
bone preservation [13].
As for the effect of freezing, previous experiments have found no difference after
freezing[17, 18], while others have found significant differences[19, 20]. These experiments
incorporated a variety of mechanical tests, which include hardness, bending and compression
tests. However, this is the first report on cryopreservation effects using the Reference Point
Indentation[6] (RPI) instrument.
The extracellular matrix is approximately 20% water by weight[21]. My hypothesis is that
this water crystallizes, creates nano-fractures in the cortical bone’s extracellular matrix and
decreases bone strength. This research is designed to quantify the mechanical effects of the
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duration of freezing, as well as to quantify the effects of the phase change. Furthermore, we aim
to determine if freezing affects the organic part of the ECM differently than the inorganic part.

The Main Obstacle
The main problem is that the RPI’s testing technique (specifically micro-indentation) is a
destructive technique, as is shown in figure 2. This means we cannot test the exact same location
twice. If we test different locations on the bone, (even locations which are very close to each
other) the different locations can yield different mechanical
properties. This is problematic because it is not possible to
measure a specific location, and then treat the bone, and then test
the same location after treatment and then compare
measurements. However, if a very large number of randomly
selected locations on many samples are measured, followed by
cryopreservation of the samples, and then another very large
number of measurements were made on the samples, this would
dilute out the effect of variation in the bone, and the difference in
the means should represent the effect of freezing.

Figure 2: SEM image of a micro-indentation on Bovine Femur generated with
the RPI. The indentation at the center is the product of the conical indentation
probe probe while the line to the left is the product of the reference probe. Note
the micro crack at the center of the indent induced by the indentation process.

Methods
Loading Regime and Key Measurements
The RPI uses a custom hypodermic needle as a reference probe that rests on the surface
of the bone. The test probe cycles in and out of the reference probe as it indents the surface of the
bone. The loading on the test probe increases linearly from 0 to 11 N in 1/3 of the indenting
cycle. The load stays at 11 N for 1/3 of the cycle. Then the load decreases linearly from 11 to 0
N for the last 1/3 of the cycle. 20 indentation cycles are used per measurement at 2 Hz.
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Indentation Distance Increase (IDI) and Total Indentation Distance (TID) are two measurements
that highly correlate with fracturability from clinical trials[6]. IDI is defined as the distance
between the indenter’s displacement at maximum force on the 1st cycle to the displacement at
maximum force on the 20th
cycle, as is shown in Figure
3. We hypothesize that this
is a measure of how well
the bone can resist the
growth of a fracture. TID is
defined by the total
distance the test-probe
indented the bone, as is
shown by Figure 3. This
may represent how well a
bone can resist the start of a
fracture as well as resist the
growth of that fracture.
High values of IDI and TID
represent high fracture risk.

Figure 3: IDI and TID shown on a force vs. distance curve made by the
RPI. IDI is the distance between the first cycle and last cycle. TID is total
distance from traversed by the test probe. High values of IDI and TID are
correlated with fracturability.

Testing Methods Used in All Three Experiments
There were three main experiments. In all experiments, the samples were frozen at -20°C.
Samples were always hydrated in Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS)[22] to ensure no
degradation due to dehydration and to simulate in vivo conditions. Samples were tested in a small
holding vice that was placed in a plastic container filled with Hank’s solution. The samples were
placed lengthwise into the vice so that the flat (cut) ends were in contact with the vice plates.
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Measuring Changes in Apparatus
The same probe assembly was used to eliminate any possible systemic errors that are
associated with changing probe assemblies in the middle of an experiment. The test probe was
put under the microscope after each day of testing and inspected for any wear, as is shown in
figure 4. The radius of the probe tip was always smaller than 12.5 microns. In addition to
monitoring the tip radius, effects of degradation were
measured by watching for changes in key parameters of
the force vs. distance graph and for changes in IDI and
TID values of PMMA over the course of the
experiment.

Figure 4: Test probe viewed with a 40x optical microscope. Note
the sharp tip which was measured to have radius less than 12.5
microns.

Multi-Animal Experiment Method
The purpose of the first experiment was to obtain a rough idea of the effect of
cryopreservation. For this reason we used multiple animal models, all with distinctly different
cortical bone anatomy.
All the samples had their flesh and periosteum removed. They were stored individually in
zip-locked bags with Hank’s solution. The samples were refrigerated from 3 to 7 days. Before all
testing sessions, PMMA measurements were made to ensure that the test equipment was
functioning properly. In addition, the internal friction between the test and reference probe,
which was always under .2N, was measured with this procedure.
All post-freeze samples were defrosted before testing. This was done by placing the
sample in Hank’s solution and then letting the sample defrost at room temperature for a
minimum of two hours. In future experiments, this time was reduced to about 10 minutes by
pouring room temperature Hank’s solution into the sample bag.
A row of 20 measurements was made before the bone was frozen. The sample was then
frozen for a minimum of five days and a maximum of 20 days. The sample was defrosted (as
described above) and another row of 20 measurements was taken.
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Bovine Femur Experiment Method
Bovine was chosen because its cortical bone is of the fibrolamellar type[13]. We
hypothesize that this type of bone should exhibit greater changes due to freezing because of its
woven bone layers, while still maintaining quintessential mechanical properties of laminar
cortical bone due to its laminar bone layers.
Five bovine femur diaphyses were cut into 3x2 (approximate) cm pieces. The pieces were
mixed together and approximately half of the pieces were selected for heating at 150°C for two
hours (thermally degraded). Control and thermally degraded pieces were chosen randomly for
this experiment. The cortical sides of the samples were then sanded flat and polished. This was
done to minimize the error due to surface deformities abundant in bovine bone, and thus reduce
the standard deviation.
The time from the beginning of preparation to the first freezing was less than two days.
Samples were thawed in 20°C Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS)[22] buffer for ten minutes
before testing. IDI and TDI were calculated by averaging the values across a row of ten
measurements.
Four control samples were used. Each sample had a control test, and five freeze-thaw
cycles. For a given test (for example, Freeze-Thaw Cycle 3) all the samples were always tested
together. Each test was four days apart. Because of the minimal time between tests, we can
assume minimal effects due to duration of freezing.
Three thermally degraded samples were used. They went through three freeze-thaw
cycles. There were four-day intervals between tests. Because of the minimal time between tests,
we can assume minimal effects due to the duration of freezing. As is discussed below, the
combined effect of phase change and duration of freezing were undetectable on thermally
degraded bone.
To help quantify the “minimal effects” from the duration of freezing of control samples, a
separate sample (sample #5) was used. Instead of waiting four days between control testing and
the first freeze-thaw cycle, this sample was frozen for 20 days (the total duration of freezing for
the other samples). Assuming duration of freezing increases IDI, then Sample 5 should have
more of an increase in IDI between control and the first freeze-thaw cycle than the other
samples. By calculating the how much more Sample 5 increased versus the other samples, we
can gain a quantitative idea of the “minimal effect” of duration.
The same methodology of estimating the “minimal effects” from the duration of freezing
of the control samples was used to estimate the “minimal effects” from the duration of freezing
of the thermally degraded samples (with the exception that the ‘separate sample’ was thermally
degraded).
Mechanical mapping of a control sample was done because of the possibility that two
different rows on the same sample would have statistically different IDI or TID due to variation
in IDI or TDI across the surface of the bone. When the sample was mapped, all four rows had no
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statistical difference in either IDI or TID (P>.2), and no patterns due to spatial variation could be
found.

Human Tibia Experiment Method
Unfrozen human tibia from a 71 and a 83 year old female were obtained from the
University of California, Irvine (UCI) Willed Body Program. Although the exact date and time
of death of the donors are unknown to Hansma lab researchers, the tissue had been preserved at
hypothermic temperatures for an estimated two weeks before arriving at Hansma lab. Samples
were kept in hypothermic preservation (with no chemical fixation) until they were measured with
RPI. This experiment was composed of 3 stages, and thus the hypothermic preservation time of
the bone samples vary. Preliminary Stage, Stage 1, and Stage 2 started at approximately three
days, ten days, and twenty-one days, respectively, after tissue arrival at UCSB.
The medial section of the diaphysis region of the tibia was cut into sections
approximately 2cm by 2cm. Because the medial section is tested in vivo clinically, only medial
sections were tested in this experiment.
The sections were sanded flat and polished. The legitimacy of polishing was examined by
measuring unpolished samples (periosteum removed), then polishing the samples and remeasuring the sample. It was found that measurements on the polished sample had
approximately the same mean, but half the standard deviation. This helped the study gain more
statistical power with the same sample size.
On each sample there were three rows of measurements made before the freeze-thaw
cycle and three rows of measurements made after the freeze-thaw cycle. There were ten
measurements per row. Rows extended lengthwise down the long axis of the bone. Control and
Post-Freeze-Thaw rows were staggered in an effort to offset the effect of variation in the bone
mechanical properties across the sample. This
is illustrated in figure 5. PMMA was tested
throughout the experiment to document the
effect of probe assembly wear or damage and
other factors which affect the IDI and TID
values of the samples.

Figure 5: Illustration of staggered row testing method.
Three control rows are measured before treatment.
After a freeze-thaw cycle, three rows of post freeze
measurements are staggered between control
measurements to offset the effect of any patterns in the
variation of mechanical properties across the bone.
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Measurements were made in a preliminary stage followed by Stages 1 and 2. The
Preliminary Stage was used to obtain an order of magnitude estimation of the effects of freezing.
In Stage 1, four samples were tested. Samples were measured separately at different times to
reduce the influence of systematic errors on the difference of control and post-freeze-thaw
values. In Stage 2, six samples were tested.
In addition, two samples from the posterior section of the tibia were de-mineralized in
5% and 10% acetic acid respectively for seven hours on a shaker table with no exchange of
acetic acid.

Results
Cryopreservation has two main parameters of particular interest. First is the degradation
due to the water in the sample freezing and turning into ice (referred to as “phase change” in this
paper). The second parameter is “Duration,” which examines the degradation of a frozen sample
simply due to the passage of time.

Duration
We are interested in separating the degradation due to phase change from the degradation
due to duration of freezing. All samples must go through at least one phase change in order to
have been frozen for any duration. Therefore, the effect of duration can only be measured by
keeping phase change constant and varying duration. By comparing the difference in
degradation (degradation is the difference in IDI or TID from control measurements to postfreeze-thaw measurements) from two samples with different durations but the same number of
phase changes, we can estimate the effect of duration.

Sample 5 had an increase of 16.3% from Control to Post-Freeze. Since the range of
increases of the other samples is 9-22% (average is 15.1%), we can assume the degradation due
to duration of freezing to be minimal and small compared to the degradation due to phase-change
on the time scale of 35 days. This is seen in Figure 6. This agrees with theory, since biological
processes slow-down exponentially with temperature.
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Figure 6: Degradation of bone mechanical properties due to duration of cryopreservation. Bone samples frozen for
five weeks at -20 °C exhibited no significant difference in mechanical properties (as measured by IDI) compared to
those frozen for 1 week (N=4) at the same temperature. Error bars represent standard error.

Phase Change
Multi-Animal Experiment
Since the results show the effects of duration to be negligible, we can assume (with good
approximation) any degradation from control to post-freeze measurements to be due to phasechange. Figure 7 shows a graph of the results from experiment 1. Because micro-indentation is a
destructive technique, and a different location on the bone must be tested after a freeze-thaw
cycle, the natural variation of IDI and TID from location to location is of great importance. The
natural variation in mean IDI between rows is substantially larger than the effect of a freeze-thaw
cycle. This can be seen by simply comparing the standard deviation (a measure of the deviation
of IDI from measurement to measurement) to the difference in mean IDI betweens Control and
Post-Freeze measurements.
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Figure 7: The effect of phase change on IDI. For both swine and fowl bone samples, the effects of a single freeze
thaw cycle had no significant effect on their mechanical properties (as measured by IDI). Error bars represent +/one standard deviation.

Figure 7 indicates that there is an increase in mean IDI due to phase-change. Five out of
six of the samples have an increase in mean IDI. The magnitude of the increase seen in five
samples is much larger than the magnitude of the slight decrease in one sample (Fowl 1). This
implies that there is an increase in mean IDI with freezing, but this increase is less than the
variation in IDI from location to location.
In the Bovine Femur Experiment, we had many more rows of measurements per sample,
and more parameters held constant between samples. This helped us quantify the results,
something which was not possible in Multi-Animal Experiment.

Bovine Femur
Control
When the data from the four different samples are grouped together, there was a 15.1%
increase in IDI from before freezing to after the first freeze-thaw cycle (t-test .0004). In addition,
four out of four samples showed an increase in IDI after one freeze-thaw cycle, and in three out
of four samples, the increase was statistically significant (P<.05). All four subsequent freeze-
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thaw cycles were not statistically different from the first. Figure 8 shows the mean IDI of control
measurements and the first three freeze-thaw cycles.

Figure 8: Degradation of mechanical properties (measured by IDI) of thermally degraded bone due to multiple
phase-changes. Standard error is shown. Thermally degraded bone has no statistically significant change in IDI with
multiple freeze-thaw cycles. Control bone shows a minor degradation after the first freeze-thaw cycle. Subsequent
freeze-thaw cycles show no statically significant degradation.

It appears that freezing did not affect TID. Freeze-Thaw Cycles 1, 2, 3 and 5 all returned
p values of .05 or greater with respect to control. There was no clear pattern of increasing or
decreasing IDI with subsequent freeze-thaw cycles as is shown in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Degradation of mechanical properties (measured by TID) of thermally degraded bone due to multiple
phase-changes. Standard error is shown. Phase-change has no measureable effect on Total Indentation Distance.

Thermally Degraded
When the samples are grouped together, there was no statistical difference in IDI and
TID between control and freeze-thaw cycle 1, 2 or 3 (all t-test values above .2). This is shown
figure 8.
When looking at each sample individually, we see no statistical difference between
control, and six out of seven of the post-freeze-thaw cycle tests.
Three out of three bones showed no difference in TID between control and Post-Freeze
tests. When all the samples are grouped together, there still is no difference between Control and
Post-Freeze-Thaw tests (figure 9).

Results: Human
Human results show no statistically significant change in IDI or TID with phase change.
Stage 1 and Stage 2 show an average increase of 1.9% (from 18.1 to 18.4 µm) and 3.1% (from
19.4 to 20.0) in IDI from Control measurements to Post-Freeze-Thaw measurements. Both of
these increases were not statistically significant with p value of 0.17 and 0.32 respectively (from
a 1 tailed t-test). This increase is shown in figure 10.
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Figure 10: Two stage experiment showing the degradation due to cryopreservation at -20°C on the mechanical
properties of human tibia (as measured by IDI). The degradation is a minimal and not statistically significant. Note
that standard error bars overlap.

Stage 1 and Stage 2 show an average decrease of 1.6% (from 86.2 to 84.8 µm) and 3.2%
(from 83.6 to 80.9) in IDI from Control measurements to Post-Freeze-Thaw measurements. Both
of these increases were not statistically significant (Figure 11) with p value of 0.21 and 0.16
respectively (from a 1 tailed t-test).

Figure 11: The minimal and not statistically significant increase of Total Indentation Distance due to phase-change
on human tibia of a two stage experiment. Stand error is shown, and error bars overlap. Both stages exhibit similar
results.
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Demineralized bone also showed no statistically significant changes in IDI and TID after
freezing (p > 0.13).

Discussion
Untreated Bone
There is minimal degradation due to duration of freezing on the time scale of 35 days.
After the first freezing, the bone no longer becomes more fracturable with consequent
freezing and thawing. Results from this study suggest the organic ECM reaches saturation
degradation due to phase change after a single freeze-thaw cycle (at least on the order of 5
freeze-thaw cycles). Because bone collagen is only barely soluble[23], finding that crystallization
damage only affects the organic portion of the ECM explains why the effect of cryopreservation
is minimal.
It is interesting to note that TID remained constant but IDI increased after freezing. If we
look at the force vs. distance curves, we see that the distance the bone compresses before the
force saturates is smaller. However, the bone compresses more at maximum force than it did
before freezing. If this pattern is seen in future experiments, it will most likely be useful in
discovering the length scale at which the crystallization is breaking up the ECM.

Thermally Degraded and Demineralized Bone
It has been established that heating of bone to 150 ˚C significantly degrades the
extracellular organic matrix[23]. When thermal degradation or freezing are applied to bone
individually, the bone has an increased fracturability. However, since we found that freezing
does not significantly alter the mechanical properties of thermally degraded bone, results from
this study suggest the process of thermal degradation alters bone in the same way freezing does.
It follows that freezing degrades the organic matrix.

Conclusion
Cryopreservation has very minimal effects on the mechanical properties of bone. This
means that frozen samples can be tested without concern about degradation due to the
preservation process (although the bone may have degraded before storage). In addition,
researchers should strongly consider cryopreservation as an optimal preservation technique.
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